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1

A rectangular uniform crateABCD of mass 1000 kg stands on rough horizontal ground. It is being
pulled by a light chain attached toC and making an angle of 30◦ with CD. It is given thatAB = 1.4 m
andBC = 1 m (see diagram). The crate does not slip, andB is on the point of lifting off the ground.

(i) Find the tensionT N in the chain. [3]

(ii) Find also the least possible coefficient of friction betweenthe crate and the ground. [3]

2 Two uniform ballsP andQ, of the same size but of different masses 0.5 kg and 0.3 kg respectively,
are at rest on a smooth horizontal table.P is projected towardsQ with velocity 4 m s−1 and strikes it
directly with an impulse of magnitudeI N s. The coefficient of restitution betweenP andQ is 0.9.
Find I. [4]

After the impact the ballQ continues in a straight line and strikes a smooth vertical barrier at an
angleα (see diagram). The coefficient of restitution betweenQ and the barrier is 0.7. Given that the
direction of motion ofQ is turned through 90◦ in the collision with the barrier, find the angleα. [4]
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A uniform wheel, in the shape of a circular disc of radiusr m, has mass 12m kg. It is free to turn in
a vertical plane about a smooth fixed horizontal axis throughits centreC. A light inextensible rope
passes over the upper half of the wheel. BucketsA andB, each of massm kg, hang freely at the ends
of the rope (see diagram). When the wheel is at rest, a weight of massλm kg is placed gently inB.
Find the acceleration with whichB begins to move, given that the rope does not slip. [6]

To prevent the rope slipping, the tensions on the two sides ofthe wheel must not differ by more than
mg N. Find the greatest possible value ofλ . [3]

4 A point on a screen is moving in a horizontal straight line with simple harmonic motion. The point is
off the screen for some of its motion, and the centre of the motion is not clear. The speeds at which
the point crosses certain vertical lines, at different distances from the left-hand edge of the screen, are
measured. The results are given in the table.

Distance from edge of screen (cm) 4 6 8

Speed of point (cm s−1) 20 15 0

Find the position of the centre of the simple harmonic motion, and the time it takes the point to move
directly from the 4 cm line to the 6 cm line. [10]
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A skateboard track consists of a straight sectionAB, inclined at 10◦ to the horizontal, followed by
a curved sectionBC, over which the angle of slope increases from 10◦ to 40◦. The curved section
is part of the circumference of a circle of radius 8 m in a vertical plane throughA (see diagram).
A skateboarder starts from rest atA, whereAB = x m. The skateboarder is modelled as a particle
moving along the track under gravity with no resistance. Find the largest possible value ofx so that
the skateboarder does not lose contact with the curved section of the track before reachingC. [10]

6 A randomly chosen sample of 80 motor-cyclists were asked to keep records of the number of punctures
they had in a 5-year period, together with a statement whether they kept their tyre pressures high,
medium or low during that period. The table summarises theirrecords.

Number of punctures

Less than 3 From 3 to 5 More than 5

Low 6 8 13

Pressure Medium 6 9 10

High 12 9 7

Test whether number of punctures is independent of tyre pressure at the 10% significance level. [6]

7 A researcher into diabetes plans to find a confidence intervalfor the mean blood pressure of all patients
with diabetes. It is known from experience that the distribution of these blood pressures is normal.
He examines a random sample of 8 patients and finds that their blood pressures,x mm of mercury,
are summarised byΣ x = 1044,Σ x2 = 137 336. Obtain a 98% confidence interval for the mean blood
pressure of all patients with diabetes. [5]

The researcher wishes to reduce the width of this interval to5 mm of mercury. Assuming that he now
needs a large sample, estimate how large his random sample should be to achieve this. [3]
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8 A horse seller claims that horses of breedA are, on average, more than 20 cm taller at the shoulder
than horses of breedB. He takes a random sample from each breed and produces the figures in the
table, in whichn is the number of horses in the sample,h cm is the mean height at the shoulder, and
s2 cm2 is the unbiased estimate of the population variance.

n h s2

BreedA 6 165 104.3

BreedB 4 136 55.5

State what you need to assume, in addition to the normality ofthe two populations, before applying a
test at the 5% level of significance of the horse seller’s claim. Carry out the test. [8]

9 A teacher gives two tests,X and Y , to her class ofn pupils, and labels their marks(x1, y1),
(x2, y2), …, (xn, yn) respectively. An extra pupil is added to her class and the teacher gives her
the provisional marks(x, y), the means of the marks already awarded. Show that the regression lines
of y onx before and after the extra pupil’s arrival are identical. [5]

x 24 38 41 57

y 34 21 63 22

Given thatn = 4 and that the marks are as in the table, find the regression line ofy onx. [2]

The extra pupil now sits testX and scores 46. Use the regression line to estimate her mark for testY.
Comment on the suitability of the method in this case, justifying your answer. [3]

10 During a period of repairs on a railway, the number of trains,N, leaving a city station in a
randomly chosen one-hour period is modelled by a Poisson distribution with meanµ. Given that
P(N = 5) = 5P(N = 3), find µ. [3]

Write down the probability that no train leaves in a randomlychosent-hour period. [1]

The interval between successive departures is denoted byT hours. Obtain the distribution function of
T, and deduce thatT has a negative exponential distribution. [2]

Given that a train has just left the station, find the probability that the next train leaves within 10 minutes.
[2]

Find the median of the interval between successive departures. [3]
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11 Answer onlyone of the following two alternatives.

EITHER

Two uniform square laminas are combined into a single body. One laminaABCD has mass 5m and the
other laminaPQRS has massm. The laminaPQRS has side 2a, and its vertices are at the mid-points
of the sides ofABCD, with P on AB andS on AD. The linePS meetsAC at K, and the body rotates
in a vertical plane about a horizontal axisk throughK (see diagram). Find the moment of inertia of
the body aboutk. [5]

(i) Assume that there is no resistance to motion. The vertexC is held vertically aboveK and is
slightly displaced so that the body begins to rotate aboutk, reaching a greatest angular speedω.

Show thatω2 =
9g
5a

. [3]

(ii) Assume instead that there is a resistance to motion. The vertex C is held vertically aboveK and

is projected horizontally. When the speed of projection is 3
√(ga

5
) the body comes to rest, after

half a revolution, withC vertically belowK. When the speed of projection isv the body comes
to rest after making one complete revolution. The work done against the resistance when the
body makes a complete revolution is twice the work done when the body makes half a revolution.
Find v in terms ofg anda. [6]

OR

When I drop 5 drawing pins at random on to a horizontal surface, n of them land point up and(5− n)
land point down. The table gives the frequencies obtained bydropping the 5 drawing pins together
100 times.

n 0 1 2 3 4 5

f 1 10 18 41 21 9

Fit a binomial distribution to these figures, checking the goodness of fit at the 5% level. [9]

I now drop 100 drawing pins independently on to the same horizontal surface. Find the value ofx
such that the probability ofx or more drawing pins landing point up is approximately 0.1. [5]
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